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Abstract
The neural mechanisms involved in the processing of vocalizations and music were 
compared, in order to observe possible similarities in the encoding of their emotional 
content. Positive and negative emotional vocalizations (e.g. laughing, crying) and vi-
olin musical stimuli digitally extracted from them were used as stimuli. They shared 
the melodic profile and main pitch/frequency characteristics. Participants listened to 
vocalizations or music while detecting rare auditory targets (bird tweeting, or piano's 
arpeggios). EEG was recorded from 128 sites. P2, N400 and Late positivity responses 
of ERPs were analysed. P2 peak was earlier in response to vocalizations, while P2 
amplitude was larger to positive than negative stimuli. N400 was greater to negative 
than positive stimuli. LP was greater to vocalizations than music and to positive than 
negative stimuli. Source modelling using swLORETA suggested that, among N400 
generators, the left middle temporal gyrus and the right uncus responded to both 
music and vocalizations, and more to negative than positive stimuli. The right para-
hippocampal region of the limbic lobe and the right cingulate cortex were active dur-
ing music listening, while the left superior temporal cortex only responded to human 
vocalizations. Negative stimuli always activated the right middle temporal gyrus, 
whereas positively valenced stimuli always activated the inferior frontal cortex. The 
processing of emotional vocalizations and music seemed to involve common neu-
ral mechanisms. Notation obtained from acoustic signals showed how emotionally 
negative stimuli tended to be in Minor key, and positive stimuli in Major key, thus 
shedding some lights on the brain ability to understand music.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Music is able to communicate emotions and greatly affect 
the listener's mood. Despite differences in compositional 
styles, cultures and aesthetic preferences, there are certain 
pieces that almost invariably evoke similar emotions in the 
listeners (Proverbio et al., 2015). For example lullabies have 
relaxing properties and lower EEG frequency while rhyth-
mic music has exciting properties and stimulates the motor 
cortex and basal ganglia (Hernandez-Reif, Diego, & Field, 
2006; McAuley, Henry, & Tkach, 2012; Tan, Ozdemir, 
Temiz, & Celik, 2015). Neuroscientists widely investigated 
the neural bases of aesthetic sensations in music (Brattico 
& Pearce, 2013; Hopyan, Manno, Papsin, & Gordon, 2015; 
Huron, 2013; Kawakami, Furukawa, Katahira, & Okanoya, 
2013; Koelsch, 2014; Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2014; Peretz 
& Zatorre, 2003; Trost, Ethofer, Zentner, & Vuilleumier, 
2012; Vuilleumier & Trost, 2015; Zentner, Grandjean, & 
Scherer, 2008; Zhao & Chen, 2009). It is known, for ex-
ample, that fearful music activates the amygdala (e.g. 
Baumgartner, Lutz, Schmidt, & Jäncke, 2006; Koelsh et al., 
2013), that atonal music induces fear bradycardia (Proverbio 
et al., 2015), that listening to heroic and triumphant music 
activates the ventral striatum (Vuilleumier & Trost, 2015) 
while listening to sad, nostalgic music activates the insula 
and the cingulate cortex (Huron, 2013; Janata, 2009; Trost 
et al., 2012) among other regions. Generally speaking, music 
characterized by major mode relatively fast tempo and high 
frequencies is perceived as positive, happy. Minor mode, 
slower tempo and lower frequencies are instead associated 
with sadness and negativity (Dalla Bella, Peretz, Rousseau, 
& Gosselin, 2001; Eerola, Friberg, & Bresin, 2013; Juslin, 
Liljeström, Västfjäll, & Lundqvist, 2010; Rigg, 1964; 
Zentner & Eerola, 2009).

Another important structural parameter of music is 
harmonic dissonance, which makes musical stimuli more 
or less aesthetically pleasant. It has been demonstrated a 
physiologically based innate preference for harmonic than 
inharmonic intervals or chords in 3 days newborns (Perani 
et al., 2010; Virtala, Huotilainen, Putkinen, Makkonen, & 
Tervaniemi, 2012), in human adults (Bidelman & Heinz, 
2011; Bidelman & Krishnan, 2009; Minati et al., 2009; 
Proverbio, Orlandi, & Pisanu, 2016), and in primates 
such as macaques (Fishman et al., 2001), or chimpanzees 
(Sugimoto et al., 2010). If major chords are generally per-
ceived as positive and minor chords as negative sounding, 
the specific mechanisms that give music its emotional 
meaning remain poorly understood (e.g. Bakker & Martin, 
2015; Juslin et al., 2010).

It has been hypothesized by some authors that minor 
chords share the same harmonic relationships that are 
found in sad speech prosody (Cook, Fujisawa, & Takami, 
2006). Paquette, Takerkart, Saget, Peretz, and Belin (2018) 

proposed that music could tap into neuronal circuits that 
have evolved primarily for the processing of biologically 
important emotional vocalizations and a few studies have in-
deed found common brain activations (including middle and 
superior temporal cortex, medial frontal cortex and cingu-
late cortex) during listening to both non-linguistic vocaliza-
tions and musical excerpts (Aubé, Angulo-Perkins, Peretz, 
Concha, & Armony, 2015; Belin et al., 2008; Escoffier, 
Zhong, Schirmer, & Qiu, 2013). Although from these stud-
ies it can be surely argued that similar mechanisms support 
the comprehension of emotional content of vocalizations 
and music, there is not a precise indication about specific 
similarities/differences in neural processing and its time 
course, because of the different structure of stimuli usually 
compared. Non-verbal emotional vocalizations tend to ac-
tivate the inferior frontal cortex (IFC) (Belin et al., 2008; 
Warren et al., 2006), also in newborns (Cheng, Lee, Chen, 
Wang, & Decety, 2012; Grossmann, Oberecker, Koch, & 
Friederici, 2010). The sensitivity of IFC to vocalizations is 
due to the numerous connections with the superior tempo-
ral gyrus, from which it receives different types of auditory 
and affective information. Whitehead and Armony (2018) 
compared human vocalization with music and found that 
the latter (vocal or instrumental), preferentially activated re-
gions in the superior temporal gyrus, while the human voice, 
either spoken or sung, mostly activated more strongly a large 
area along the superior temporal sulcus.

In order to directly investigate whether, to extract the 
emotional meaning, music processing engaged neural re-
gions devoted to non-linguistic vocalizations, in this study 
musical stimuli were perfectly identical to vocal stimuli 
under many perceptual aspects, except timbre. In fact, 
differences in perceptual structure may result in different 
signals. Musical stimuli were obtained by converting in 
music real positive and emotional non-verbal vocalizations 
of female and males speakers. Although deriving from the 
vocalizations, music appeared as completely novel to the 
listener (as ascertained through an open question posed 
at the end of validation session), slightly dodecaphonic in 
style.

To investigate (somewhat similarly) the relation between 
music structure and emotion, Curtis and Bharucha (2010) ex-
amined whether the pitch contours of affective speech exhibited 
patterns similar to those used in the musical communication of 
emotion. They had male and females actors reciting bisyllabic 
utterances with four different emotions (anger, happiness, pleas-
antness and sadness) and then performed pitch contour analy-
sis on the stimuli. It was found that sad utterances presented a 
peak at 300 cents (a descending minor third), while angry ut-
terances showed ascending minor second intervals (100 cents) 
and ascending perfect fifth ones (700 cents intervals). These 
findings corroborate the hypothesis that the ability to attribute 
a sad character to sad music (featuring a minor modality) may 
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depend on their tapping at innate neural mechanism for process-
ing emotional vocalizations.

This hypothesis was directly tested in the present study. 
Audio files of spontaneous emotional vocalizations (e.g. 
crying, laughing, expressing appreciation or pain) were con-
verted in music melodies with a violin timbre. ERPs to vocal-
izations and musical stimuli randomly mixed with fictitious 
targets were then recorded in participants unaware of study's 
purpose. Brain potentials to stimuli were analysed by con-
sidering their emotional valence and type: it was expected to 
find similarities based on valence and regardless of stimulus 
type, in the hypothesis that music and vocalization shared a 
common neural mechanism for the extraction of their emo-
tional content.

The available literature on speech processing, consid-
ering both semantic content and emotional prosody, have 
found evidence that P200, N400 and Late Positivity (LP) 
components of ERPs are typically modulated by stimulus 
emotional value. P2 is the earliest response being sensitive 
to the emotional content of linguistic stimuli (Paulmann 
& Kotz, 2008; Paulmann, Seifert, & Kotz, 2010; Schimer, 
Chen, Ching, Tan, & Hong, 2013; Schirmer & Kotz, 2006) 
with positive words typically eliciting larger P200s than neu-
tral words (e.g. Kanske & Kotz, 2007; Paulmann, Bleichner, 
& Kotz, 2013). Later in time, N400 response has been found 
larger to angry than happy speech prosody (Grossmann, 
Striano, & Friederici, 2005). Finally, long latency LPs are 
known to be modulated by the emotional valence of verbal 
stimuli (Carretiè et al., 2008; Hinojosa, Méndez-Bértolo, 
& Pozo, 2010; Kanske & Kotz, 2007), with positively va-
lenced words typically eliciting enhanced LP responses 
(Bayer & Schacht, 2014; Herbert, Junghofer, & Kissler, 
2008; Herbert, Kissler, Junghöfer, Peyk, & Rockstroh, 
2006). In this context, we hypothesized that the processing 
of affective vocalizations and music shared some similar-
ities with the processing of speech prosody (Proverbio & 
Santoni, 2019). Therefore, the amplitude of P200, N400 and 
Late Positivity was analysed to observe whether the known 
effects were recognizable on ERPs.

Source reconstructions of N400 responses were also per-
formed in the 450–600  ms time window, wishing to find 
common neural circuits for similar emotional correlates, 
regardless of stimulus type (human voice or violin music). 
According to the literature (e.g. Belin et al., 2008), it was ex-
pected a right middle/superior temporal activation for neg-
ative stimuli and an inferior frontal activation for positive 
stimuli.

In addition, it was expected to find a pattern of hemi-
spheric asymmetry in brain activation with a stronger left 
hemisphere activity during listening to positive music and 
right hemisphere activity during listening to negative music, 
as shown in previous fMRI/EEG study (e.g. Flores-Gutiérrez 
et al., 2007).

2 |  MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Twenty University students (five men and 15 women) 
with a mean age of 22 years (SD = 4.68) took part in the 
study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision and were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh 
Inventory and reported an average 0.77 score of lateral 
preference (scale −1 left, +1 right), and none had any 
left-handed relatives. Experiments were conducted with 
the understanding and written consent of each partici-
pant according to the Declaration of Helsinki (BMJ 1991; 
302:1194) with approval from the local Ethical Committee 
(Prot. 0000273/14) and in compliance with APA ethical 
standards for the treatment of human volunteers (1992, 
American Psychological Association). All participants re-
ceived academic credit for their participation. Data from 
two men and three women were subsequently discarded 
because of excessive eye movements and electroencepha-
logram (EEG) artefacts. The average of the final sample of 
participants was 23.07 (DS = 5.19).

2.2 | Stimuli and material

The stimuli consisted of 64 audio files (32 positive and 
32 negative) obtained by transforming real emotional vo-
calizations into music melodies. In addition, eight chirp-
ing sounds of birds and eight piano arpeggios were used 
as target stimuli. The vocalizations and melodies were re-
peated 3–4 times each in random order within the experi-
ment, while the targets were repeated twice each. As for 
emotional vocalizations, 24 of these were selected from the 
Oxford Vocal Sounds database (OxVoc) and 40 were re-
corded ex novo specifically for the study. The Oxford Vocal 
Sounds (Parsons, Young, Craske, Stein, & Kringelbach, 
2014) is a database including emotional vocalizations of 
adults, children and animals. The vocal sounds are natural, 
not recited, in fact they were extracted from video-diaries 
published on YouTube or on blogs by American and British 
subjects between 18 and 30 years. For the present study, 
12 laughter and 12 crying of adult speakers were selected 
as experimental stimuli, and a few crying of children and 
neutral vocalizations of adults were used as stimuli for the 
training sequences, presented before the experimental se-
quences. The 12 selected crying were voiced by female 
speakers, while among the laughs, eight were voiced by 
women and four by men. This female prevalence was de-
termined (according to the authors, namely Parsons et al., 
2014), by a difficulty in accessing recordings of spontane-
ous affective male vocalizations. The stimuli were modi-
fied using Audacity software and were cut out so that they 
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lasted 1500 ms. The sound intensity was modulated so that 
it reached its maximum value in the first 150 ms and grad-
ually decreased in the last 150  ms ("Volume Envelope" 
function). Figure 1 shows the energy distribution (spectro-
gram) of some example of stimuli, taken from each of the 
stimulus categories.

The other emotional vocalizations used for the study were 
recorded with Apple's iPhone 4s "Recorder" application 
and consisted in: 10 surprise exclamations, 10 appreciation 
sounds, 10 screams of fear and 10 complaints of psycholog-
ical or physical pain. The vocalizations were produced by 
professional and amateur actors. For the exclamations of 
surprise and appreciation, actors were asked to think about 
an exclamatory phrase that involved surprise or appreciation 
(e.g. WOW, congratulations, good for you!) while for the 
screams and complaints of pain it was simply asked to think 
of something scary or to feel pain or desperation. The excla-
mations of surprise and those of appreciation were voiced 
by three women and three men; the screams of fear by eight 
women and two men; the laments of pain by nine women 
and one men. All the vocalizations lasted 1,500 ms and were 
attenuated exactly as the stimuli taken from Oxford Vocal 
Sounds database. Eight exemplars of auditory clips of music 
and vocalizations (two for each of the four categories) are 
provided as Supplementary Files and can be listened to by 
the readers.

Musical stimuli were created by means of Apple's Logic 
Pro X program (version 10.3.1). The human vocalizations 
were imported into the software and transformed in music 

through the "create MIDI from flex data" function, able to 
produce MIDI instrumental tracks via Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface. The selected timbre was violin. Figure 1 
shows the notation of some of the negative and positive music 
stimuli obtained by means of AnthemScore 3.6.0 software. It 
can be noted that positive music excerpts contained intervals 
typical of major tonality, such as octaves, perfect fifths and 
major thirds.

As for target stimuli, the piano arpeggios were all of 
higher key and were recorded directly from a real piano. 
The chirps of birds were taken from YouTube videos, by 
means of the "Recorder" application of an iPhone 4s. 
Musical stimuli lasted 1,500 ms and were attenuated at the 
beginning end in the end as all the other stimuli, as de-
scribed above.

The mean square value of the amplitude (RMS) was uni-
formed for all stimuli (vocalizations, melodies and targets) 
at −20 dBFS, so that the intensity was the same for all stim-
uli (meter resolution = 0.1db). Auditory stimuli were repro-
duced in a pair of Sennheiser HD202 headphones. Sound 
intensity was measured through a sound level meter in 
HIGH-FAST mode. Intensity values underwent a two-ways 
ANOVA comparing vocalizations and melodies, and their 
emotional content. The results showed a lack of difference 
across classes [F1,37 = 0.66; p = .420] and valences, respec-
tively [F1,37 = 0.42; p = .657].

To avoid possible basic differences in spectrogram between 
positive and negative stimuli, eventually affecting early ERP 
responses, the frequency spectrum of each individual musical 

F I G U R E  1  Frequency spectrum analysis relative to 4 examples of stimuli belonging to the various categories, obtained via Audacity 
software. The spectrogram is a spectro-temporal representation of the auditory sounds. The horizontal direction of the spectrogram represents time 
(from 0 to 1.5 s.); the vertical direction represents normalized frequency (ranging from 0 to 44,100 Hz). Darker parts of the spectrogram indicate 
higher energy densities, lighter parts indicate mean lower energy densities [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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stimulus was analysed from 0 to 250 ms, by means of Audacity 
software (parameters were as follows: sample rate: 44,100 Hz. 
length processed: 1,103 samples; 0.025000 s). Audacity is an 
audio editor software performing spectrogram visualization and 
detailed frequency analysis. The mean values so obtained un-
derwent an ANOVA comparing (non-target) negative and pos-
itive stimuli whose results showed a lack of difference across 
classes [F1,31 = 0.001; p = .9813]. Although the average value 
represented only the average frequency spectrum of the signals 
belonging to the two classes of stimuli (positive and negative 
music) in the given time window, this analysis has provided 
an evaluation of the relative uniformity of the two envelopes, 
which could have been different, for example, in the case of 
speech with different formant frequencies due to gender or age 
variability of the speakers. It is noteworthy that this approach 
does not compare the dynamic spectro-temporal features of the 
stimuli, and thus while overall average value did not differ, the 
dynamic signal may well have differed and influenced the sen-
sory responses.

2.3 | Stimulus validation

Twelve judges took part in stimuli validation session. 
They were men and women ageing on average 24.75 years 
(SD  =  2.77). Judges received visual instructions and pro-
vided a modified version of the Self-Assessment Manikin 
(SAM) (Bradley & Lang, 1994), a non-verbal visual as-
sessment technique, used to assess the emotional reaction 
to stimuli, considering the valence, arousal and associated 
dominance of the latter. In this study, only valence and 

arousal were considered (see Figure 2, top). Judges were au-
ditorily presented with two sequences of (randomly mixed) 
64 vocalizations and 64 music stimuli. They were required to 
score each stimulus for the two dimensions. The individual 
scores underwent two repeated-measures analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVAs), one for arousal and one for valence, whose 
factors were as follows: Timbre (vocalization vs. music) and 
Emotion (positive vs. negative).

The ANOVA performed on Arousal scores showed 
the significance of Emotion [F1,11  =  6.33, p  <  .03; 
ε  =  1;�2

p
  =  0.37], with higher arousal levels induced by 

negative (e.g. cries) (0.94, SE = 0.09) than positive stimuli 
(e.g. laughter) (0.83, SE = 0.10), as displayed in Figure 2 
(left).

The results of the ANOVA carried out on the av-
erage scores of valence showed the effect of Timbre 
[F1,11 = 11.79, p < .0005; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.512], with human 

vocalizations (0.92, SE  =  0.05) being judged more posi-
tively than the melodies (0.698, SE = 0.06). Also signifi-
cant was the factor Emotion [F1,11 = 82.08, p < .001; ε = 1; 
�

2

p
 = 0.88] with positive stimuli being indeed evaluated as 

more positive in valence (1.09, SE = 0.06) than negative 
stimuli (0.52, SE = 0.05). Mean values of stimulus valance 
are displayed in Figure 2 (right).

Finally, the interaction of Timbre  ×  Emotion 
[F1,11 = 62.32, p <  .001; ε = 1; �2

p
= 0.85] showed that the 

auditory stimuli evaluated more positively in valence were 
positive vocalizations (1.44, SE = 0.09), followed by positive 
melodies (M = 0.75, SE = 0.07), while the less positive were 
negative vocalizations (0.40, SE = 0.06), followed by nega-
tive music (M = 0.65, SE = 0.06).

F I G U R E  2  (Top) Self-Assessment 
Manikin (SAM), non-verbal pictorial 
assessment technique used to measures the 
arousal and valence induced by stimulus 
perception. Taken and modified from the 
original figure devised by Bradley and 
Lang (1994). (Bottom): Left. Mean scores 
(along with standard deviations) relative to 
perceived arousal as a function of stimulus 
type and emotional valence. Right. Mean 
scores relative to valence as a function of 
stimulus type and emotional type [Colour 
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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2.4 | Procedure

Participants were seated comfortably in a dark, acousti-
cally and electrically shielded test area, wearing a set of 
Sennheiser HD202 headphones. They faced a high-resolu-
tion screen located 100  cm from their eyes and were in-
structed to gaze at the centre of the screen, where a small 
red circle served as a fixation point, and to avoid any eye 
or body movements during the recording session. At all 
time during EEG recording, the same picture of an urban 
landscape was projected on the screen so that visual pro-
cessing occurred, and parieto/occipital alpha artefacts were 
avoided. Stimuli were presented in a random order at the 
centre of the screen in 10 blocks of 36–40 trials featur-
ing the same number of positive and negative stimuli, and 
including an unpredictable number of targets (from 3 to 
6). Stimuli lasted 1,500 ms and the inter-stimulus interval 
(ISI) ranged between 1300–400 ms.

The experimental session was preceded by two training 
sessions that included two runs of 20 non-target stimuli and 
4/5 targets each, one for each response hand. Vocalizations 
and music presented during training were not presented 
again in the experimental sessions (they were children vocal-
izations, adult neutral voices and relative music melodies). 
Ten experimental runs were presented, 5 featuring vocaliza-
tions, 5 featuring music. The sequence presentation order 
varied across subjects. The task consisted in responding 
as accurately and quickly as possible to the sound of birds 
in vocalization runs, or the sound of piano, in music runs. 
Vocalization and music runs were alternated. The beginning 
of each run was preceded by the presentation of 3 warning 
signals: Attention, Set, Go lasting 1  s. The hand used was 
alternated during the recording session. Hand order and the 
task conditions were counterbalanced across subjects. At the 
beginning of each session, participants were reminded which 
response hand would be used.

2.5 | EEG recording and analysis

The EEG was continuously recorded from 128 scalp 
sites arranged according to the international 10–5 sys-
tem (Oostenveld & Praamstra, 2001) at a sampling rate of 
512  Hz. Horizontal and vertical eye movements were also 
recorded. Average mastoids served as the reference lead. The 
EEG and electro-oculogram (EOG) were amplified with a 
half-amplitude band pass of 0.016–70 Hz. An off-line low-
pass filter was set at 30 Hz. Electrode impedance was main-
tained below 5 kΩ. EEG epochs were synchronized with the 
onset of stimulus presentation. The EEG was recorded and 
analysed using EEProbe recording software (ANT Software, 
Enschede, The Netherlands). A computerized artefact rejec-
tion criterion was applied before averaging to discard epochs 

in which eye movements, blinks, excessive muscle potential 
or amplifier blocking occurred. The artefact rejection cri-
terion was a peak-to-peak amplitude exceeding 50 μV, and 
the rejection rate was ~5%. ERPs were averaged off-line 
from − 100 ms to 1,500 ms after stimulus onset. ERP com-
ponents were identified and measured with reference to the 
average baseline voltage over the interval of − 100 to 0 ms at 
the sites and latencies at which they reached their maximum 
amplitudes. EEG epochs associated with an incorrect behav-
ioural response were excluded.

Four swLORETA (standardized weighted Low-
Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography) inverse solutions 
were applied to surface potentials recorded in the N400 la-
tency range (450–600 ms) in response to the four stimulus 
types. LORETA is an algorithm that provides discrete linear 
solutions to inverse EEG problems. It is a reliable localiza-
tion method considering, simultaneously, (a) magnetic flux 
covariance, (b) phase synchronization and (c) coherence to-
mography of electromagnetic signals (separately tested for 
statistical significance). The resulting solutions correspond 
to the 3D distribution of neuronal electrical activity that 
has the maximally similar orientation and strength between 
neighbouring neuronal populations (represented by adja-
cent voxels). In this study, an improved version of this algo-
rithm, the standardized weighted (sw)LORETA was used 
(Palmero-Soler, Dolan, Hadamschek, & Tass, 2007). This 
version, referred to as swLORETA, incorporates a singular 
value decomposition-based lead field-weighting method. 
The source space properties included a grid spacing (the 
distance between two calculation points) of five points 
(mm) and an estimated signal-to-noise ratio, which de-
fines the regularization where a higher value indicates less 
regularization and therefore less blurred results, of three. 
The use of a value of 3–4 for the computation of the SNR 
in Tikhonov's regularization produces superior accuracy 
of the solutions for any inverse problem that is assessed. 
swLORETA was performed on the grand-averaged group 
data to identify statistically significant electromagnetic 
dipoles (p  <  .05) in which larger magnitudes correlated 
with more significant activation. Dipoles with a magni-
tude below 2 nA were not significantly active according to 
swLORETA. The data were automatically re-referenced to 
the average reference as part of the LORETA analysis. A 
realistic boundary element model (BEM) was derived from 
a T1-weighted 3D MRI dataset through segmentation of 
the brain tissue. This BEM model consisted of one homo-
geneous compartment comprising 3,446 vertices and 6,888 
triangles. Advanced Source Analysis (ASA) employs a real-
istic head model of three layers (scalp, skull and brain) and 
is created using the BEM. This realistic head model com-
prises a set of irregularly shaped boundaries and the con-
ductivity values for the compartments between them. Each 
boundary is approximated by a number of points, which are 
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interconnected by plane triangles. The triangulation leads 
to a more or less evenly distributed mesh of triangles as a 
function of the chosen grid value. A smaller value for the 
grid spacing results in finer meshes and vice versa. With 
the aforementioned realistic head model of three layers, 
the segmentation is assumed to include current generators 
of brain volume, including both grey and white matter. 
Scalp, skull and brain region conductivities were assumed 
to be 0.33, 0.0042 and 0.33, respectively. The source re-
construction solutions were projected onto the 3D MRI 
of the Collins brain, which was provided by the Montreal 
Neurological Institute. The probabilities of source activa-
tion based on Fisher's F test were provided for each inde-
pendent EEG source, whose values are indicated in a “unit” 
scale (the larger the value, the more significant). It should 
be however considered the somewhat limited spatial reso-
lution of swLORETA, as compared to other neuroimaging 
techniques such as MEG or fMRI. Both the segmentation 
and generation of the head model were performed using 
the ASA software program Advanced Neuro Technology 
(Zanow & Knosche, 2004).

Three repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on 
the magnitude values of activations of the electromagnetic 
dipoles obtained from swLORETAs. For comparing dipoles 
active/inactive in specific conditions, the under-threshold 
value of 1 nA was assigned by default to inactive dipoles. 
“1” was used as default value to signal zero activity so that 
measurements might undergo analyses of variances. It was 
used a conservative approach (a number approaching 0, such 
as 0.0001, might have been used as well). 1 nA was selected 
because represented an under-threshold value, indicating 
that a given brain area was not statistically active (the thresh-
old value being 2 nA). One ANOVA was performed consid-
ering 1 between-groups factor of variability: stimulus type 
with 2 levels (music, vocalizations) and 1 within-groups fac-
tor: brain area (with 9 levels). The other ANOVA considered 
1 between-groups factor of variability: emotional valence 
(negative, positive) and 1 within-groups factor: brain area 
(with 9 levels). The third ANOVA performed considered 
1 between-groups factor of variability: emotional valence 
(negative, positive) and 1 within-groups factor: brain area 
(with 5 levels, excluding those areas that were strictly mo-
dality-specific according to the previous ANOVAs).

The amplitude and latency of the central P2 response was 
measured at C1, Cz, C2 sites between 150 and 250 ms. The 
anterior N400 mean area amplitude was quantified at Fp1 
Afp3h, Afz, Fpz, Afp4h and Fp2 sites in the 450–600 ms time 
window. The mean area amplitude of the anterior/frontal Late 
Positivity (LP) was quantified at Aff1, Fz, Afz, Fpz, Aff2 
sites in the 1200–1400 ms time window.

ERP data were subjected to multifactorial repeated-mea-
sures ANOVAs with 3 within-subjects factors: stimulus type 
(vocalization, music), valence (negative and positive) and 

electrodes (depending on the ERP component of interest). 
Multiple comparisons of means were performed with Tukey's 
post hoc test.

The Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to com-
pensate for possible violations of the sphericity assumption 
associated with factors which had more than two levels. 
The epsilon (ε) values and the corrected probability levels 
(in the case of epsilon < 1) are reported. Partial eta squared 
values were systematically provided to estimate effect sizes. 
Behavioural data (response times and percentages of cor-
rect responses) were also analysed and underwent repeated 
ANOVAs as described below.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Behavioural data

An ANOVA carried out on individual RTs data as a func-
tion of timbre and response hand showed the significance of 
stimulus type [F1,14 = 21.17; p < .0005; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.65], 

with faster responses to musical targets (586 ms, SD = 36) 
than vocalizations (652 ms, SE = 33). Also significant was 
the factor hand [F1,14 = 4.38; p < .05; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.24], with 

faster RTs emitted with the right (605 ms, SE = 36) than left 
hand (634 ms, SE = 33).

The percentage of correct target recognitions for vocal-
izations was 98.03% and for musical stimuli was 100%. An 
ANOVA carried out on individual data as a function of tim-
bre and response hand did not show any significance.

3.2 | Electrophysiological data

Figure 3 shows grand-average ERP waveforms recorded at 
anterior, central and posterior scalp sites as a function of 
stimulus type and emotional valence. It can be noted that 
both factors modulated ERP responses at anterior sites after 
about 200 ms, while the sensory analysis indexed by earlier 
responses did not show any perceptual difference across 
stimuli.

The ANOVA applied to P2 latency values (150–250 ms) 
showed the significance of stimulus type [F1,14  =  5.24; 
p < .04; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.27] with earlier responses to vocaliza-

tions (203 ms, SE = 0.004) than music (210 ms, SE = 0.003), 
as visible in Figure 4a.

Repeated-measures ANOVA applied to P2 ampli-
tude values showed the significance of valence factor 
[F1,14 = 23.93; p < .001; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.63] with greater P2 

responses to positive (7.14 µV, SE = 0.85) than negative 
stimuli (6.02 µV, SE = 0.68), regardless of stimulus type 
(Figure 4b and waveforms of Figure 5). Also significant 
was the factor electrode [F1,14 = 6.41; p < .005; ε = 0.966, 
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corrected p value  =  .005; �2

p
  =  0.31] with larger P2 re-

sponses over the left (C1 = 6.94 µV, SE = 0.71) than the 
right hemisphere (C2 = 6.68 µV, SE = 0.84), as proved by 
post hoc comparisons.

Repeated-measures ANOVA applied to N400 amplitude 
values between 450–600 ms showed the significance of valence 
factor [F1,14 = 12.29; p < .002; ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.51], with greater 

amplitude N400 to negative stimuli (−2.14 µV, SD = 0.33) than 
positive stimuli (−1.38 µV, SE = 0.33), as visible in Figure 4c 
and waveforms of Figure 5. Topographical maps of Figure 6 
show the scalp distribution of N400 response, much greater to 
negative stimuli, regardless of stimulus type.

The ANOVA performed on late positivity mean area val-
ues recorded in the 1,200–1,400 ms time window gave rise 
to the significance of stimulus type [F1,14 = 6.83; p < .020; 
ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.33] with greater LP responses to vocalizations 

(−0.24 µV, SD = 0.36) than music (−1.03 µV, SD = 0.30). 
This effect is visible in Figure 7. Also significant was the 
stimulus emotional valence [F1,14  =  26.36; p  <  0 0.001; 
ε = 1; �2

p
 = 0.65] with greater responses to positive (−0.2 µV, 

SD  =  0.28) than negative stimuli (−1.08  µV, SD  =  0.31). 
Both effects can be appreciated in Figure 4d.

3.3 | Source reconstruction

Four swLORETA (standardized weighted Low-Resolution 
Electromagnetic Tomography) inverse solutions were ap-
plied to surface potentials recorded in the N400 latency 
range (450–600  ms) in response to the four stimulus 
types (Figure 8). The magnitude of the activation of ac-
tive electromagnetic dipoles explaining the N400 surface 
potentials elicited by the four stimulus types underwent 
repeated measures ANOVAs. They showed that some of 
the areas were active for all conditions, while others were 
specific to stimulus material (vocal vs. instrumental) or 
to the emotional content of the stimuli (negative vs. posi-
tive in valence). In Table 1 are listed the swLORETA ac-
tivations that were found in both stimulation conditions, 
that is music and vocalization. The ANOVA performed 

F I G U R E  3  Grand-average ERPs recorded at anterior/frontal, fronto/central, central, central/parietal, occipital inion midline sites as a 
function of stimulus valence (positive vs. negative) and type (human voice vs. violin) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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by considering the effect of stimulus type gave rise to the 
significance of area factor [F8,16  =  11.39; p  <  .00005; 
�

2

p
  =  0.85] with the strongest activation being found in 

the left superior frontal gyrus (BA8) (lSFG = 24.68 nA, 
SD  =  4,74) and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) 
(lMTG = 12.22 nA, SD = 1.93) as can be appreciated in 
Figure 9. The further significance of area X stimulus type 
[F8,16  =  2.67; p  <  .05; �2

p
  =  0.57] and relative post hoc 

comparisons showed that, while some areas were more 
active to vocalizations or to music, others did not signifi-
cantly vary their activation as a function of stimulus type, 
namely the lSFG, the left and right MTG, the right uncus 
and the rIFG (see Figure 9). The right parahippocampal 
region of the limbic lobe (rPPH_BA34) was specifically 
active for all music types, along with the right cingulate 
cortex (rCC_BA23), as displayed in Figure 8a. Again, the 
left superior temporal cortex (lSTG_BA39) and the left 
uncus (lUnc_BA28) were strongly active during process-
ing of human vocalizations and not musical stimuli as vis-
ible in Figure 8b.

The ANOVA performed on the magnitudes of activation of 
the electromagnetic sources as a function of emotional valence 
and brain area gave rise to the significant effect of valence [F1, 

2 = 74,45; p < .01; �2

p
 = 0.97] with stronger signals to nega-

tive than positive stimuli regardless of stimulus type. The factor 
brain area also yielded significance [F8, 16 = 26.34; p < .0005; 
�

2

p
 = 0.79]. The analyses of simple effects carried out on the 

valence X area factor proofed that some areas were indeed 
not statistically sensitive to emotional valence (the values are 
listed in Table 2 for rPPH_BA34, rCC_BA23, lUnc_BA28, 
lSTG_BA39). The repeated-measures ANOVA performed as a 
function of emotional valence and brain areas (which were sig-
nificantly sensitive to valence in the previous ANOVA) showed 
again the significance of both valence (p < .01) and brain area 
(p < .00005), but also of the interaction of valence X emotion 
[F4, 8 = 7,75; p < .008; �2

p
 = 0.79]. The results are depicted in 

Figure 10. Post hoc comparisons showed that while all areas 
were more strongly active to negative than positive stimuli, only 
the IFG was more responsive to positive than negative vocaliza-
tions (see Figure 10 and Table 2), as also depicted in Figure 8d.

F I G U R E  4  (a) Mean latency values 
of P2 response (in ms) as a function of 
stimulus type. (b) Mean amplitude values 
of P2 amplitude (in �V) as a function of 
stimulus emotional valence. (c) Mean 
amplitude values of N400 amplitude (in �V) 
as a function of stimulus emotional valence. 
(d) Mean amplitude values of LP amplitude 
(in �V) as a function of stimulus type and 
emotional valence
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Overall, the lSFG was the strongest generator in any listen-
ing condition, with a much greater magnitude (in nA) for neg-
ative than positive emotional content. In addition, the lMTG 
was always active during listening, and with greater amplitude 
for music than human voice, and for negative than positive 
stimuli. Lastly, the activation of the right uncus (BA36) of 
the limbic cortex was also found in common with all listen-
ing conditions, and again with a much greater magnitude (in 

nA) for negative than positive stimuli. Conversely, a series of 
regions (reported in Table 2) were specifically active for se-
lected stimulus types and emotional contents. As for the emo-
tional content of stimuli, negatively valenced stimuli always 
activated the right middle temporal gyrus (BA21), where pos-
itively valenced stimuli always activated the inferior frontal 
cortex (BA45), over the right for the music and over the left 
for the human voice, as displayed in Figure 8c,d, respectively.

F I G U R E  5  Grand-average ERPs recorded at left and right anterior/frontal, prefrontal and central sites to negative or positive stimuli, 
showing the much larger N400 response to the former, regardless of stimulus type [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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F I G U R E  6  Topographical 
distribution of surface voltage recorded in 
the 450–600 time window corresponding 
to N400 response. The negative response 
was visibly of greater amplitude to 
negatively than positively valenced stimuli, 
regardless of stimulus type (human voice 
or violin) [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E  7  Grand-average ERPs recorded at anterior sites to vocalizations or music, showing the much larger LP response to the former, 
regardless of stimulus valence [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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4 |  DISCUSSION

The aim of this research was to compare the neural pro-
cesses involved in the coding of musical and non-verbal 
vocal stimuli, and to observe any commonalty or difference 

that concerned the coding of the emotional content of in-
formation. To this end, violin melodies were created from 
spontaneous emotional vocalizations, so that they shared 
the same characteristics in terms of frequency, intensity, 
melodic and rhythmic profile. Although extracted from 

F I G U R E  8  (a) Coronal, axial and sagittal brain images of swLORETA applied to N400 potential and highlighting the active common 
electromagnetic dipoles for the two types of music stimuli (negative and. positive). (b) Coronal, axial and sagittal brain images of swLORETA 
highlighting the active common electromagnetic dipoles for the two types of vocal stimuli (negative and positive). (c) Coronal, axial and sagittal 
brain images of swLORETA highlighting the active common electromagnetic dipoles for the two types of negative stimuli (vocalizations and 
music). (d) Coronal, axial and sagittal brain images of swLORETA highlighting the active common electromagnetic dipoles for the two types of 
positive stimuli (vocalizations and music). The different colours represent differences in the magnitude of the electromagnetic signal (in nAm) 
recorded in the specific time window. Numbers refer to the displayed brain slice in sagittal view: the left section belongs to the right hemisphere 
and the right one to the left hemisphere. A = anterior, P = posterior [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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real vocalizations violin stimuli were all in all musical 
fragments, with a violin playing a given melodic contour. 
No subject recognized a similarity between the two classes 

of stimuli, which appear novel and original during listen-
ing. Due to the implicit nature of the task (participants paid 
attention to other targets and ignored both human vocaliza-
tions and violin music), any difference in ERP waveforms 
related to the emotional content of these stimuli was the 
result of an automatic extraction of emotional cues from 
unattended auditory information.

While human vocalizations were clearly distinguishable in 
positive and negative ones (in the validation test), violin ex-
cerpts were more difficult to be interpreted, although still sig-
nificantly discriminated on the basis of their valence. On the 
other hand, positive and negative stimuli were clearly discrim-
inable in term of the arousal induced in the listener, indiffer-
ently whether vocal or musical in nature. Musical stimuli were 
analysed according to the same categories of vocal stimuli, in 
the aim of ascertain whether ERP responses were modulated 
in a similar fashion. We hypothesized that music and vocaliza-
tions used patterns of similar acoustic cues to express emotions 
(Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Pasquette et al., 2018), and these cues 
were automatically and inattentively processed by the listeners.

The earlier ERP response modulated by stimulus content 
was P2 (150–250 ms), recorded over central sites (where au-
ditory stimuli normally elicit the larger evoked sensorial re-
sponse) and generally linked to attention (Kisley & Cornwell, 
2006) and perceptual recognition. According to the available 
literature, auditory P2 would not be only sensitive to percep-
tual parameters, such as intensity or pitch sounds, but also to 
stimulus cognitive properties, attentional valence (Crowley 
& Colrain, 2004), sound familiarity, exposure and auditory 
learning (Tremblay ate al., 2014). In this vein, it is conceiv-
able that auditory P2 might be modulated by stimulus emo-
tional valence and relevance.

T A B L E  1  The table lists the 3 strongest electromagnetic dipoles explaining the surface voltage recorded in the N400 latency range (450–
600 ms) in response to the four stimulus types and ordered as a function of signal magnitude (in nA), according to swLORETA. For these areas, the 
ANOVA performed on magnitude values did not yield a significant effect of stimulus type (music vs. vocalizations)

Magn. Hem. Lobe Gyrus BA Stimulus type Presumed function

31.97 Left Frontal SFG 8 Vocalizations (negative) Encoding, working memory, selective attention

30.47 Left Frontal SFG 8 Music (negative)

20.38 Left Frontal SFG 8 Music (positive)

15.29 Left Frontal SFG 8 Vocalizations (positive)

17.88 Left Temporal MTG 21 Music (negative) Music analysis (Brown et al., 2004; Proverbio 
et al., 2016); speech and semantic processing 
(Friederici, Opitz, & von Cramon, 2000)

12.08 Left Temporal MTG 21 Music (positive)

12.01 Left Temporal MTG 21 Vocalizations (negative)

6.91 Left Temporal MTG 21 Vocalizations (positive)

14.26 Right Limbic Uncus 36 Vocalizations (negative) Affective processing (Zeidman & Maguire, 
2016); Affective relevance (Austin, 2012; 
Proverbio et al., 2016)

12.08 Right Limbic Uncus 36 Music (negative)

7.90 Right Limbic Uncus 36 Music (positive)

7.09 Right Limbic Uncus 36 Vocalizations (positive)

Note: H., hemisphere; L, lobe; Magn., magnitude. In reviewing dipole localizations and approximate Brodmann areas (the estimated spatial accuracy of swLORETA 
being 5 mm) it should be considered the limited spatial resolution of the technique, combining EEG data with MRI images.

F I G U R E  9  Mean magnitude values (in nA) of swLORETA 
active dipoles, as a function of stimulus type (regardless of the 
emotional valence of stimuli). “Music” on the top of bar indicates a 
significantly greater magnitude for musical than vocal stimuli, and vice 
versa for “Vocal”; n.s.= not significant difference across conditions 
(music vs. vocalizations). lSFG_BA9 = left superior frontal gyrus; 
lMTG_BA21 = left middle temporal gyrus; rPPh_BA34 = right 
parahippocampal gyrus; rUnc_B36 = right uncus; rMTG_
BA21 = right middle temporal gyrus; rCC_BA23 = right cingulate 
cortex; rIFG_BA45/47 = right inferior frontal gyrus;lUnc_BA28 = left 
uncus; lSTG_B39 = left superior temporal cortex
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In our study, positive stimuli (regardless of timbre: human 
voice or violin) elicited larger P2s than negative stimuli, thus 
possibly indexing a common response for the recognition of 

emotional valence of auditory stimuli. A similar pattern of re-
sults has been provided by studies involving verbal language, 
with positively valenced words eliciting significantly larger 
P200s than neutral words (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). Again, in 
a study by Paulmann et al. (2013) investigating the effects of 
emotional prosody on the neural processing of sentences spo-
ken in six different emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, 
surprise, sadness) or in a neutral tone of voice it was found 
that high arousing stimuli elicited a greater amplitude P200 
than low arousing stimuli. This similarity hints at a common 
mechanism for extracting the positive valence of vocal and, 
indeed, auditory sounds (music) on the basis of stimulus me-
lodic structure (see Figure 11).

In our study, vocal stimuli also elicited earlier P2 responses 
than musical stimuli, possibly because of their greater biolog-
ical relevance. An interesting paper by Gall and Wilczkynski 
(2015) has shown that P2 to auditory stimuli (conspecifics’ 
vocalizations) was indeed modulated by social relevance. 
However, this study was performed in frogs, their P2 occur-
ring in less than 10 ms, which appears as a rather different 
electrical response.

In our study, the privileged status of vocalizations with re-
spect to music also emerged from validation data. The judges, 
in fact, reported to be feeling more activated during listening 
to vocalizations than to music. In addition, in the judgement 
of valence, positive vocalizations were clearly discriminated 
from the negative ones and evaluated as more positive than 
positive music melodies. This sharp separation demonstrates 

T A B L E  2  Distinctive swLORETA activations obtained in the N400 latency range (450–600 ms) for the different stimulus types and 
emotional content, according to ANOVAs

Magn. Hem. Lobe Gyrus BA Stimulus type Presumed function

Music

12.41 Right Limbic Parahippocampal 34 Music (negative) Affective imaginations and episodic memories 
(Zeidman & Maguire, 2016); Music listening 
(Leaver et al., 2009)

8.01 Right Limbic Parahippocampal 34 Music (positive)

7.41 Right Limbic Cingulate cortex 23 Music (negative) Music listening (Brown et al., 2004); sad music 
(Khalfa, Schon, Anton, & Liégeois-Chauvel, 
2005)

5.55 Right Limbic Cingulate cortex 23 Music (positive)

Vocalizations

10.65 Left Temporal Wernicke area 39 Vocalizations (negative) Speech comprehension (e.g. Turken & Dronkers, 
2011); Takeichi et al., 2010)8.52 Left Temporal Wernicke area 39 Vocalizations (positive)

7.95 Left Limbic Uncus 28 Vocalizations (negative) Language (Vassal et al., 2016)

3.88 Left Limbic Uncus 28 Vocalizations (positive)

Negative emotion

9.82 Right Temporal Middle Temporal 21 Music (negative) Negative affect, negative vocalizations (human 
and animal, Belin et al., 2008); sad music with 
lyrics (Brattico et al., 2011)

12.48 Right Temporal Middle Temporal 21 Vocalizations (negative)

Positive emotion

5.61 Right Frontal Inferior Frontal 45 Music (positive) Positive vocalizations (also animal ones, Belin et 
al., 2008). Positive music (Warren et al., 2006)6.70 Left Frontal Inferior Frontal 45 Vocalizations (positive)

Note: Magn., magnitude; Hem., hemisphere.

F I G U R E  1 0  Mean magnitude values (in nA) of swLORETA 
active dipoles, as a function of the emotional valence of auditory 
stimuli (regardless of stimulus type). The differences across emotional 
categories were all statistical significant in this ANOVA, with all 
areas showing enhanced activity to negative stimuli, and the right IFG 
showing enhanced activity for positive stimuli
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the precision with which vocalizations were analysed and 
categorized with respect to music melodies, although they 
shared most of their perceptual characteristics, except for the 
overall timbre envelope. However, the similar P2 behaviour 
for music and voice stimuli hints at a common biological 
mechanism for processing music and voice prosody (Juslin, 
1998; Patel & Peretz, 1997).

The N400 recorded between 450 and 600 milliseconds 
on frontal electrodes was greater to negative than positive 
stimuli, regardless of stimulus type. The greater amplitude 
of the N400 for negative vocalizations fits with previous 
literature showing a N400 modulation for the emotional 
prosody, meant as patterns of changes in the voice pitch 
depending on the emotional state of the speaker (Banse & 
Scherer, 1996). Schirmer, Kotz, and Friederici (2005) pre-
sented semantically neutral sentences read with a happy or 
sad prosody followed by congruous or incongruous emo-
tional words. The results showed larger N400 responses 
to emotionally incongruent compared to congruent words. 
In another study (Grossmann et al., 2005), it was shown 

how the N400 was more pronounced to linguistic stimuli 
with a negative rather than a positive prosody. The authors 
presented auditorily a series of words read with an angry, 
happy or neutral prosody to children of 7 months and found 
that the angry prosody evoked larger negative responses 
(at about 450  ms) than the other conditions. In the pres-
ent study, the finding that N400 component was greater to 
negative stimuli regardless of stimulus type (Vocalizations 
and Melodies) likely suggests that the emotional connota-
tion of music was extracted by means of the same neural 
mechanism engaged in the processing of speech emotional 
prosody (Proverbio & Santoni, 2019). This fits with the 
hypotheses advanced by other authors that music and vo-
calizations used patterns of similar acoustic cues to com-
municate emotions (Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Paquette et al., 
2018). The long latency ERP potential LP recorded between 
1,200 and 1,400 ms over frontal electrodes was sensitive to 
both stimulus type and emotional valence, thus paralleling 
with behavioural pattern and conscious experience. LP was 
of greater amplitude to human vocalizations than to music, 

F I G U R E  1 1  Notation relative to 
some examples of musical stimuli, both 
positive (P) and negative (N), extracted 
by the type of vocalization indicated 
(e.g. appreciation or fear). Notation was 
automatically obtained from acoustic signals 
by means of AnthemScore 3.6.0 software. 
It can be noted the in the positive stimuli 
the melodic or harmonic profile contained 
intervals typical of major tonality and more 
consonant chords such as octaves, perfect 
fifths and major thirds
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and to positive than negative stimuli. The latter piece of 
data is similar to what found with speech prosody and se-
mantic content (Carretiè et al., 2008; Hinojosa et al., 2010; 
Kanske & Kotz, 2007), with positively valenced words typ-
ically eliciting enhanced LP responses of ERPs (Bayer & 
Schacht, 2014; Herbert et al., 2008, 2006) than neutral or 
negative stimuli. This similarity hints at a common mecha-
nism for extracting the emotional content of speech, vocal 
stimuli and music.

As for inner brain mechanisms, the analyses of neural 
sources of N400 brain potentials carried out by means of 
swLORETA showed interesting commonalities and distinc-
tions in the patterns of brain activation correlated to the pro-
cessing and recognition of timbre and emotional content of 
auditory stimuli. In all condition of listening, it was found 
most active the left superior frontal gyrus (BA8), with a 
much greater magnitude for negative than positive stimulus 
emotional content. This area has been described as being 
active during working memory tasks (du Boisgueheneuc et 
al., 2006), supporting stimulus encoding (especially the left 
area, Tulving, Kapur, Craik, Moscovitch, & Houle, 1994) 
and featuring semantic and verbal comprehension (Gabrieli, 
Poldrack, & Desmond, 1998) as well as music listening 
(Flores-Gutiérrez et al., 2007; Platel, Baron, Desgranges, 
Bernard, & Eustache, 2003). Also active for all stimulus types 
was the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) with greater am-
plitude for music than the human voice, and for negative than 
positive stimuli. Similarly, the right uncus (BA36) of the lim-
bic cortex was more active to negative than positive stimuli. 
According to fMRI studies, the left middle temporal gyrus 
(BA21) is typically one of the strongest sources of activity 
during musical perception (Ohnishi et al., 2001) especially 
in musicians, indicating analytic processing. Furthermore, it 
seems strongly sensitive to the vocal expressions of anger and 
happiness (Johnstone, Reekum, Oakes, & Davidson, 2006), 
exactly as in the present study, thus indicating its role in the 
processing of auditory expression of emotions, conveyed by 
vocal and musical prosody. As for the uncus activation, it 
might index stimulus affective relevance, since it is involved 
in the expression and comprehension of emotional speech 
(Leitman et al., 2010). As part of the limbic system, the right 
uncus (BA36) is also more active during perception of emo-
tionally relevant than irrelevant visual stimuli (e.g. opposite 
versus. own-sex faces, own child versus. others babies faces 
(Austin, 2012). As for the stronger brain activation of most 
brain areas (BA8, BA21, BA36) during processing of nega-
tive than positive stimuli, this has been consistently found in 
a variety for stimulation conditions: visual images, sounds, 
and visual images paired with sounds (Brown & Cavanagh, 
2017), emotional words (Wang, Shangguan, & Lu, 2019), af-
fective IAPS scenes (e.g. Proverbio et al., 2009) emotional 
facial expressions (e.gGüntekin & Basar, 2007; Proverbio, 
Brignone, Matarazzo, Zotto, & Zani, 2006); music (Pallesen 

et al., 2005). It has been postulated that negative events re-
cruit greater attentional resources than positive events, be-
cause of their biological relevance (Delplanque, Lavoie, Hot, 
Silvert, & Sequeira, 2004; Yuan et al., 2007), which will ex-
plain the deeper processing and related enhanced neuromet-
abolic signal.

For all types of music stimuli, the parahippocampal 
(BA 34) and cingulate gyri (BA 23), of the right hemi-
sphere, were always found to be active, similarly to other 
studies (Brown, Martinez, & Parsons, 2004; Leaver, Lare, 
Zielinski, Halpern, & Rauschecker, 2009). These struc-
tures are both part of the limbic system, which supports 
the hypothesis that music in general evokes emotions in lis-
teners. Several studies have shown the involvement of the 
limbic system in the processing and perception of music: 
studies on healthy subjects without any musical exper-
tise (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2014; Mitterschiffthaler, Fu, 
Dalton, Andrew, & Williams, 2007), but also studies on 
patients with lesions of the right hemisphere (Khalfa et al., 
2008). The parahippocampal gyrus, in particular, has been 
associated with the perception of musical unpleasantness, 
that is dissonance (Blood, Zatorre, Bermudez, & Evans, 
1999; Khalfa et al., 2008), and with affective imaginations, 
episodic memories and mental imagery (Mitterschiffthaler 
et al., 2007; Mizrak, Singmann, & Öztekin, 2017; Sheldon 
& Levine, 2018; Zeidman & Maguire, 2016). On the other 
hand, all vocalizations (either negative or positive) acti-
vated the left medial temporal gyrus (BA 39), also known 
as Wernicke area. It is well known that BA39 area plays an 
important role in speech processing (e.g. Ardila, Bernal, & 
Rosselli, 2016; Turken & Dronkers, 2011).

As for the emotional content of information and re-
gardless of timbre, negative stimuli always activated the 
right middle temporal area (BA21), which the neurosci-
entific literature has related to the processing of negative 
affect, negative vocalizations (human and animal, Belin et 
al., 2008), sad music with lyrics (Brattico et al., 2011), sad 
versus. happy voices (Ohnishi et al., 2001). This common-
ality hints at a shared mechanism for extracting negative 
emotional cues from auditory stimuli. As visible in Figure 
11, intervals characteristic of minor modalities typical of 
sad music (e.g. minor thirds, diminished seventh, etc.) were 
actually found in the conversion from negative vocalization 
to music, while intervals typical of major tonality (octaves, 
perfect fifths, major thirds) were found in music stimuli ob-
tained by converting positive vocalizations into music (see 
also Curtis & Bharucha, 2010).

Conversely, positive stimuli (regardless of timbre) acti-
vated the inferior frontal gyrus (similarly to Warren et al., 
2006), and the activation was left sided for vocalizations and 
right-sided for music.

The present pattern of results also strongly agrees with 
the fMRI finding of Belin et al. (2008) who compared 
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animal and human vocalizations, finding a right middle 
temporal activation for processing negative vocalizations 
and an inferior frontal activity for processing positive vocal-
izations. Similarly, an EEG study by Davidson, Schwartz, 
Saron, Bennett, and Goleman (1979) showed different cor-
tical activation patterns in response to listening to positive 
or negative melodies: the first showed greater fronto/tem-
poral lateralization on the left; the latter a more lateralized 
activation on the right. Again, similar patterns of asym-
metry have been found for visual emotional stimuli (Canli, 
Desmond, Zhao, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Davidson, 
1992). These findings also agree with the neuropsycholog-
ical evidence supporting a role of the left hemisphere for 
positive emotions and of the right hemisphere for negative 
emotions (Root, Wong, & Kinsbourne, 2006; Rosadini & 
Rossi, 1967). Neuropsychological findings on brain dam-
aged patients also demonstrated that the right hemisphere is 
associated with the expression of depressive, catastrophic 
emotions, whereas the left hemisphere is associated with 
the expression of positive and euphoric emotions (Ley & 
Bryden, 1979; Tucker, 1981).

Overall, the data suggest that music and vocalizations 
use similar patterns of acoustic cues to express emotions 
(Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Pasquette et al., 2018), which may 
explain why music is able to convey emotions, in such an 
universal manner, regardless of cultural factors such as, ed-
ucation, familiarity or aesthetic taste. It can be assumed 
that the processing of music harmonic and melodic profiles 
is somewhat innate in that it is sub-served by innate neu-
ral mechanisms for comprehending human vocalizations 
in specialized regions of the middle and superior temporal 
gyrus.

One possible limit of this study naturally concerns the 
somewhat limited spatial resolution of swLORETA, as com-
pared to other neuroimaging techniques such as MEG or 
fMRI. However, the striking similarity of findings with those 
of previous literature (e.g. the fMRI study by Belin et al., 
2006) further supports the validity of the present method-
ological approach.
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